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PEOPLE'S ANTI-WAR
against the Pentagon. This
May 3rd March and Rally
at 2160 Lake Street, there is
their big Washington Rally
registration and the Draft....
The PAM March Against the
locally by:

1. CARNIVAL CLUB, 177 Eddy
Quiet bar. 775-8553
2. A LITTLE MORE, 15th Street
Loma Hotel. 552-7103
3. ALFIES, 2140 Market Street,
Wild wild cruise bar. 552-1122
4. CASTLE GRAND BRASSERIE
BLUE & GOLD) 136 Turk Street
5. BALCONY, 2166 Market Street
DANCE HALL, 853 Valencia.
6. HOB NOB BAR, 700 Geary St-
Bar and restaurant. 431-0253
7. GALLEON, 718 - 14th Street.
8. ENDUP, 401 Sixth Street at Ha-
9. PENDULUM, 4146-18th St.
10. BANG, 15th Street at Geary.
11. SUTTER'S MILL, 30 Kearney
Street. 3-piece Suiter crowd. A
12. MACHOMEN. 863-3323
13. SMOKY, 1515 Mission Street
KIMO'S, 1351 Polk at Pine St.
14. DRUM.MASTER, 278 -11th St.
15. 501's, 1035 Post Street. 441-4600
16. HEADQUARTERS, 633 Cle-
17. PENDFORD BAR, 200 Post St.
18. RR XPRESS (Straight owned!)
19. MISSION INN, 597 Valencia.
20. THE STALLION, 749 Polk St.
21. PETER PAN, 30 Mason Street.
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**Flesh & Fantasy**

NOW PLAYING

**The Nib Hill Cinema.**

---

**NOT SO GAY Rodeo**

**OVER TWO MILLION IN GAY CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE PRODUCERS OF “GAY! RODEO!”**

In the midst of this year's Gay Pride activities, perhaps the most popular event on the gay calendar is the film festival. This year's event, "Gay! Rodeo!" has attracted over two million in contributions from gay viewers around the world.

**MAN LEAPS TO HIS DEATH IN POLK STREET APARTMENT**

Jeffrey Dunbar, 28, a former Marine, leaped to his death, four floors, inside a Polk Street apartment. Dunbar had a history of mental illness and had been arrested for burglarizing a token booth. These vigilantes beat him until he was unable to move and then arrested him for the crime. This incident is but one example of the vigilante justice often practiced by those who feel powerless to protect themselves.

---

**May 3 anti-war drive gathers massive, widespread support**

A broad coalition of groups will be marching across the land to protest against the U.S. military buildup. This event is expected to attract over two million participants, including members of the Gay Liberation Front, the Women's Liberation Front, and other groups. The march will start at 11 a.m. at the ucla student center and end at the ucla campus, where there will be a rally and a free concert.

---

**RACIAL TURMOIL ERUPTING IN THE WESTERN ADDITION-FILLMORE AREA**

As gay communities continue to expand, they are facing increasing opposition from local residents. In the Western Addition-Fillmore area, protests have been held against the expansion of a gay housing project. The area is currently home to a large number of black and Latino residents, who are concerned about the impact of new gay housing on their community.

---

**MARCH 19, 1981**

**Racist N.Y.C. Subway Vigilantes No Angels!**

They dress in red berets, white T-shirts and black Kung-Fu shoes, and roam the streets of New York, Long Island, and Los Angeles. Here in San Francisco, the management of MUNI has confirmed they are on the radio station KGO as well as some stupid Gays want to bring the California Guard to our city to protect us. This lumpen band of teens and old man, roam the buses, subways and streets looking for trouble...to whom do they say...handly a working-class defense of our turf and streets. A defense, or so we are told, down for "protection money". The stupid New York city. the much needed as they have become a lightning rod of "law and Order" bugs.

---

**Vanguard**

Vanguard continued on after being tossed out of Glide by the then not-so-shady, Rev. N. James Cecil Williams, and moved down onto Turk St., just above the Gaiety Theater (straight of course). The entrance was off a parking lot on Turk Street. There, doors were held and a vigil was kept. That's what they do...and they HATE and HARASS Gays, men and women. And that's what they do...and they HATE and HARASS Gays, men and women.

---

**MARCH 19, 1981**

**ANDREW JERROLD**

**NO BILL**

**CIVILIAN CRUSADER**

**471-1624**

---

**Help build May 3 march**

**Stop the Draft**

**People's Anti-War Mobilization**

---

**May 3 anderson ben chavez.**
CROSS BURNING A "FRANKIE"

The publisher of the SF Crusader had a cross burned in the driveway of his home from 3:00 to 5:00 a.m. on Saturday night March 7. The SF Crusader is the target for the cross because the KKK and Nazis at the Crusader is the ONLY Gay publication in California which campaigns against racism. A postal card was received after the cross burning which said, "In as much as we never to nigger bars we never see your paper. However we happened across over a case that was printed for niggers readers and nigger lovers. Only a small minority endorse a holiday for King (Dr. Martin Luther King, jr., the Crusader wants to have a white Noe Valley area, south of Castro. The very white Noe Valley area, south of Castro. And during that time, many white gay estate speculators, bought property in and around that area and now the area and now the poor and black people are being tossed out with great regularity. This whole area is divided, San Francisco Police Department which issues the Public Bath House Permit. The Gay Community Center/Queer Community Center) and turn the "gay" area into another "Gentle." The Gay Community Center has no legal right to the area. They have no legal right to act in the manner they do.

POLICE TO ACT IN DISCRIMINATION CASE AT CLUB BATHS

It has been reported that the San Francisco Police Department which issues the Public Bath House Permits (they ARE public, not private as is falsely advertised) will soon take legal action to revoke the permit after an irregularity was found in the permit application which includes discrimination, which violates the rules for the issuance of the Public Bath House Permits.

CITY ATTORNEY SEeks TO CLOSE JAGUAR PRIVATE SEX CLUB.

In a move which the SF Crusader predicted the day after the Board of Supervisor voted to overturn the sex club and give a legal opinion to the Board of Supervisors that they had no legal right to act in the manner they did.

HAYES & FILLMORE SITE OF NEW GAY WHITE OUTPOST IN FILLMORE/BEADED ADDITION.

At least this how some very racist gays referred to the new gay center operated by the Pride Community Center, Del Donlon, an activist to Super Gay Rights Advocates, who said, "It is a sad day for Hayes & Fillmore, another area which has been accused by hundreds of House Permits (they ARE public, not private as is falsely advertised). It has been reported that the San Francisco Police Department which issues the Public Bath House Permit. The Gay Community Center/Queer Community Center) and turn the "gay" area into another "Gentle." The Gay Community Center has no legal right to the area. They have no legal right to act in the manner they do.
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and has fabulous parts. George Kaiser, who was so good as the lover, is excellent in his first appearance but from then on plays every scene so flat as to lose both credibility and sympathy.

WILLIAM PATTERSON as the epitome of a jealous lover is excellent in his first appearance but from then on plays every scene so flat as to lose both credibility and sympathy.

Horace Goldsmith in the Magic Theatre production, which were about the best in the entire production. Despite the current attempt ed to improve, expression has been put off for their legendary "community center which is NOT a gay by the Christian Right cartoons.

TRIAL MARRIAGE! Dan ORCA Daniels and Transgender Star, Daniel, who is the bookkeeper for "National Marketing" claims that he will be helping Steve Samon

Would you trust a cobra? Then give me one good reason to trust an Orca!!!!

The Gay Freedom Day Parade headquarters will be next door to ALFIE'S in the

BOOKSTORE. My my, it's "family" reuniting time with Ms. My Tai and Connie!!!!

Have you seen....the "biker types" who do have "bikes" that are hanging around the PETER PAN lately??? Oh yes!! Guess ole

CLIP has gone for the macno sleeze gang!! Some of them can "macho" in my bed

And look at...the infamous bleachblonde BH is working at the DISCOUNT

It is so good to see you back at LE SALON! Uncle Frankie spent four glorious weeks in Puerto Rico and is looking just great.

Poe was not very likable as a character, but was 

"POE PLAY FLIGHTS" Because of conflicts and deadlines it was necessary to see a new production of "POE IN PERSON" (at the Julia Morgan Center, Berkeley, $5-7). The story is one of Poe's works, too often flat. With
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3 HUGE FLOORS FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT!

ARCH BROWN PRESENTS

TRIPS

Starring BILL FOSTER

ALSO

STAGHORN FILMS PRESENTS...

NEW EARLY MORNING SPECIAL - $4.00 Until 1:00 P.M.

- MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED -

Screening Room Theatre
220 Jones St. 673-3384 Open Daily
10 A.M. Late shows Fri. & Sat!

3 HUGE FLOORS FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT!

IFTHE BUNKS ARE NOT TO YOUR TASTE, THE ARRANGEMENTS CAN BE ALTERED AT THE REQUEST OF THE MANAGEMENT. NO REFUNDS.
PERRY JAY gives a glowing to those he's been so much! He is around and about on occasions say.

**Horse around with us every Sunday and enjoy our live country music and dancing...**

4 P.M. - until? **FREE DRAWING AT 8 P.M.**

March 22

**SANDITS**

March 29

**THE JOHN GALLAGHER BAND**

221-2022

840 Halgate Street

$2.00 OFF on our Monday nite Prime Rib Dinner!!

527 Club

257 Bryant Street

(415) 866-5937

**QUINTER KAUSSEN PROPERTIES** a name that is hard to remember human rights circles in the city, as well as in Atlantic and Houston to mention a few places, has a policy to never call the Fire Department unless it is an emergency and someone being stuck in the elevator is not an emergency according to the Kauussen and their management! **Can't real do it!** And the closets on the fifth floor of their building support the managers of the Bay Area and still somehow stuck!! It is Kauussen and the two old maids stuck in together!!!

Remember....MAY 3rd...that is the day for the gaycott...no more drag-queens, demonstrations here and around the nation. Expecting about 100,000 in Washington D.C. alone. Keep your eyes glued to the SF Crusader for the time and locations of the gaycott, for sure they should be in the Tenderloin for real....only trouble is, BELL did it up so that means it will all come unstuck in about three to six months or so.

The dudes at the left here is BELL, a clerk at the Nob Hill Cinema and the Myers had 22 years of age and say, "**Gay Rights Party**" volunteer back in Chicago at the Center back taking years of your life and working with gay rights. This is in DRUMMER MAGAZINE trying to kill the new publication which is the SF Crusader.

"Folks" just at the time FOLSOM MAGAZINE comes out!!!

March 29

**THE MIMICKING BIRD**

334 Sansome St.

(415) 861-2193

**NOTICE: NO EXCHANGE OF MEMBERSHIP CANCELS OUR PRIVILEGES FOR PREVIOUS MEMBERS AT THE ADDRESS**

Mr. & Mrs. Balloons

Washington

27 Bryant Street

**DANCE HALL EXPRESS**

**FRED LEHEY has a most scary experience recently...seems that the elevator to the 5th floor of that GUENTER KAUSSEN PROPERTY had to be called and within five minutes he was out safely. The dude at the left here is BILL a clerk at the Nob Hill Cinema back in days of yore. A naughty boy and a bit on the wild side. He is around and about on occasion some say!!

Before the "queens" at the ASS can say otherwise, we agree with us about the talents of Mike Amos, the SF Bay Area (Jae Ross is the top singer, but Mike Amos is the best cabaret singer/pianist in all of San Francisco). See if you don't agree with us about the talents of Mike Amos. He is one of their best workers and a most handsom market! He is the most talented young singer and pianist in town today, still is holding out at the MIKE AMOS for all the tapes for the Leathe Club and the S.F. Bay Area...he does all the tapes for the Leathe Club and the S.F. Bay Area. Both are the top tapes for the Leathe Club and the S.F. Bay Area...

* Mon. & Wed., "Buddy Nite" Guest Welcomed!
* Tue., "Fantasy Nite" 1/2 Price with Costume!
* Free X-Rated Movie - All Male, All Nite!
* Jails, Slings & Holes, Galore!!!!

**HOUR:**

$5 Annual Membership Mon.-Thurs. 8am to 4am
Weekends: Open 24 hrs.
224 Sixth St.
San Francisco
(415) 866-2193

$2 Admission
**COUNTRY GUIDE**

**San Francisco Bay Area**

**DOWNTOWN FRISCO SALOON NOW HAS LIVE COUNTRY MUSIC!**

The Frisco Saloon, 80 Sixth Street (6th & Market) (415) 963-5314

**THE MACKERWICKS**

Downtown Frisco Saloon
Friday and Saturday Night: 8 PM to 2 AM
Sunday: Noon to 2 AM
5th & Market Streets
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**MOBILE HOME**

**CLEARLAKE, California**


**DANGERS WANTED**

The Screaming Room, 220 Jones Street, San Francisco. Hourly rates for solo or group. Call (415) 241-1818

**RURAL COMMUNITIES RURAL COMMUNITIES RURAL COMMUNITIES**

Integrate and work with friends. Integrate and work with friends. Integrate and work with friends. (415) 963-5314

**HELP WANTED**

For clerks and bar staff. Must be over 21. Call (415) 241-1818 for appointment.
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**SPEAK & SING**
FLESH AND FANTASY

PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY
LANCER BROOKS

X-RATED  ALL MALE CAST

the mob hill cinema